We present a systematic study of the anisotropy configuration effects on the magnetic properties of exchange-biased ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic (FM/AFM) Co/IrMn bilayers. The interfacial unidirectional anisotropy is set extrinsically via a field cooling procedure with the magnetic field misaligned by an angle b FC with respect to the intrinsic FM uniaxial anisotropy. High resolution angular dependence in-plane resolved Kerr magnetometry measurements have been performed for three different anisotropy arrangements, including collinear b FC ¼ 0 and two opposite noncollinear cases. The symmetry breaking of the induced noncollinear configurations results in a peculiar nonsymmetric magnetic behavior of the angular dependence of magnetization reversal, coercivity, and exchange bias. The experimental results are well reproduced without any fitting parameter by using a simple model including the induced anisotropy configuration. Our finding highlights the importance of the relative angle between anisotropies in order to properly account for the magnetic properties of exchange-biased FM/AFM systems. V C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3562507] Prospects for control and design of desirable magnetic behavior for ferromagnetic (FM)/antiferromagnetic (AFM) systems depend upon a clear understanding of the key parameters governing the exchange coupling at the interface, referred to as exchange bias. 1 The most striking feature of these systems is the shift of the FM hysteresis loop along the magnetic field axis, 2 which is widely used to pin the magnetization direction of a FM reference layer in spintronic devices. Among others, coercivity enhancement and asymmetric magnetization reversal are usually observed features, 3 and often manifest themselves very differently for various material combinations. In addition, these effects also depend on the magnetic field orientation, hence exhibiting a complex phase diagram. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] It is well established that the spin arrangement at the FM/AFM interface plays an essential role in understanding these effects but, despite extensive research, there are still ongoing controversies about the fundamental mechanisms governing them. For instance, ad-hoc phenomenological anisotropies are often postulated without microscopic justification or sufficient experimental evidence to address the magnetic properties in exchange-biased systems.
Recently, we have shown that the angular dependence of the magnetic properties contains an unique fingerprint of the various effective anisotropies of exchange-biased systems. 4, 11, 12 In particular, the angular dependence of the exchange bias (l 0 H E ), coercivity (l 0 H C ), and magnetization reversal, including its asymmetric behavior, depends on the ratio of the involved anisotropies 4 as well as on their relative orientation. 11, 12 The latter can be promoted either intrinsically by interfacial frustration 10, 11 or extrinsically via patterning 5,6 and/or special field cooling (FC) procedures. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Here we compare the angular dependence of the magnetic properties of a 18 nm Co/5 nm IrMn bilayer with three tailored anisotropy configurations, including collinear and two opposite noncollinear configurations.
The reference Co layer and the Co/IrMn bilayer were deposited via sputtering at room temperature on thermally oxidized Si substrates. A buffer layer of 5 nm Ta deposited at oblique incidence was employed to favor [111] texture as well as to promote a well-defined uniaxial anisotropy, K U , in the FM layer. With this method the easy axis of magnetization of the FM layer is in the direction perpendicular to the plane of incidence of the sputtered Ta buffer layer. 11 Finally, the samples were capped by 2 nm of Ta to prevent oxidation. The induced interfacial unidirectional anisotropy, K E , was set after warming the bilayer to 420 K and FC to room temperature (RT) in a 0.3 T external field misaligned by an angle b FC with respect to K U. Three different anisotropy configuration were set by using b FC ¼ 0 (collinear) and b FC ¼ À20 and þ18 (noncollinear). Angular dependent, high a)
Electronic mail: erika.jimenez@uam.es. 0021-8979/2011/109(7)/07D730/3/$30.00 V C 2011 American Institute of Physics 109, 07D730-1 resolution, in-plane resolved Kerr magnetometry measurements were performed at RT to study the dependence of the reversal of both in-plane magnetization components, i.e., parallel (M jj ) and transverse (M ? ) magnetization components with respect to the applied field angle a H , where a H ¼ 0 is defined as the FC direction.
The characteristic anisotropy axis and the reversal processes can be determined directly by a simple inspection of the parallel and transversal loops, highlighting the importance of vectorial magnetometry. For instance, Fig. 1 shows representative in-plane resolved magnetization loops for a 18 nm Co/5 nm IrMn bilayer with collinear (central column graphs) and the two opposite noncollinear (left and right column graphs) anisotropy configurations acquired at selected a H angles around the FC direction. In general, sharp (irreversible) transitions and/or smoother (fully reversible) transitions are observed in both M jj ðHÞ and M ? ðHÞ loops. The relative weight of these two contributions depends on a H . As expected for extended magnetic systems, the sharp transitions correspond to nucleation and further propagation of magnetic domains, whereas the reversible transitions correspond to rotation processes. This has been recently confirmed by Kerr microscopy measurements. 17 In particular, for a H ¼ 0 , the central graphs of Fig. 1 show similar l 0 H E and l 0 H C values for the three anisotropy configurations as well as that the magnetization behaves symmetrically whether the field is swept along (increasing field branch) or against (decreasing field branch) the FC direction. However, the reversal in each system takes place in a different fashion. M jj reverses mainly via a sharp irreversible transition for all cases, indicating that the reversal is mainly governed by nucleation and propagation of magnetic domains. In contrast, while M ? ¼ 0 in the whole field loop for the collinear configuration, clear hysteresis with both smooth reversible and sharp irreversible transitions are observed for the two noncollinear cases. This indicates that during the sharp transitions the magnetization of the nucleated magnetic domains is aligned parallel to the external field for the collinear configuration while it is nonparallel for the noncollinear cases. In addition, the different sign of the M ? ðHÞ loop of the opposite noncollinear cases indicates that the FM anisotropy direction dictated the reversal rotation pathway of M ? , i.e., the magnetization rotates in plane in a clockwise and counterclockwise sense for b FC ¼ À20
For a H 6 ¼ 0 , in general, the magnetization follows a different pathway for each branch of the hysteresis loop, i.e., asymmetric reversal. However, several remarkable differences are identified for the three anisotropy configurations, as shown in the top and bottom graphs of Fig. 1 . The asymmetric reversal behavior shows up as by differently rounded M jj transitions and different maximum values of M ? observed in the decreasing and increasing field branches of the hysteresis loops. Interestingly, the asymmetry and the differences between the anisotropy configurations becomes more obvious in the M ? ðHÞ loop. For instance, while the maximum of M ? is significantly larger during the descending branch for the collinear case, this can be found in either descending or ascending branches of the hysteresis loop for the noncollinear cases, depending on the sign of a H . Moreover, M ? reverses just in one semicircle [i.e., M ? ðHÞ can be either only positive or negative, for all H] for the collinear case, whereas for the noncollinear cases it can reverse in one or in both semicircles. In addition, the reversal asymmetry is not symmetric around the FC direction in the noncollinear case. While for the collinear case the maximum M ? signal is always found in the descending branch of the hysteresis loop, for the noncollinear cases this can be found in either descending or ascending branches, depending on the sign of the applied magnetic field angle with respect to the FC direction. This indicates that rotation processes are always more relevant when the field is swept against the FC direction in the collinear case, whereas it depends on both a H and b FC for the noncollinear case. Finally, it has to be noticed that the magnetization reversal for the two opposite noncollinear configurations behaves similarly if magnetization loops acquired at different sign of a H are compared, i.e., the angular range where an asymmetric reversal behavior is observed coincides with the onset of coercivity, i.e., H C 6 ¼ 0, the onset of reversible processes, and the maximum of exchange bias. However, this angular range is also not symmetric around the FC direction. Finally, similar to the magnetization reversal behavior, the features of the two opposite noncollinear configurations are mirrored around the FC direction, i.e.,
All the experimentally observed magnetic behaviors have been reproduced within the coherent rotation Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) model without any fitting parameter, 4 by using the experimental K U , K E , and b FC . The values given by the model agree well with the experimental data, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 2 , except for the overestimated coercivity around a H ¼ 0 and a H ¼ 180 , i.e., easy axis direction. In these regions, as discussed earlier, irreversible behavior involving nucleation and further propagation of magnetic domains become more important leading to the discrepancy with the calculation.
In summary, a number of asymmetries related to collinear and noncollinear anisotropy configuration have been identified and characterized in the reversal modes as well as in both coercivity and exchange bias. The anisotropy configuration was set in a control way via a FC procedure with the magnetic field misaligned with respect to intrinsic FM anisotropy. Our findings highlight the importance of the relative angle between anisotropies in exchange-biased FM/ AFM and open new paths for the tailoring of exchange-biased systems. Fig. 1 . Continuous lines are the simulated curves obtained with the SW model with no adjustable parameters, by using the tailored anisotropy configurations. The range of angles where only reversible processes take place during the reversal are marked by dark gray shadowed areas. The angular range around the FC direction where M ? reverses in both semicircles is also highlighted by a light shadowed area.
